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Background/Context

There is a consensus among the international research community that asynchrony is becoming an increasingly
important issue at all levels because of rapid advances in complexity and feature-size-reduction of integrated
electronic circuits and advances in distributed multiple computer systems for many real-time applications. (cf.
the findings of ITRS-2003 and the CDS Panel http://public.itrs.net/Files/2003ITRS/Home2003.htm and
http://www.cds.caltech.edu/~murray/cdspanel/). This prevalence of asynchrony and distribution provides the
background to our work in concurrent, asynchronous and distributed real-time computational networks.
The research in COHERENT was a natural progression from the successful EPSRC project COMFORT
(GR/L92471 at King’s College London – KCL – and GR/L93775 at Newcastle University – NU), along the line
of investigating data communication between computational units with heterogeneous timing. Like COMFORT,
this project is a collaborative effort between two teams, one at NU and the other initially at KCL and then at
Kingston University (KU).
At NU, this investigation is part of our long-term involvement in asynchronous hardware research and is
supported by and related to such EPSRC projects as HADES (GR/K70175), BESST (GR/R16754) and STELLA
(GR/S12036). At KU, this work is closely associated with our long-term research in the areas of vision and
sensor networks and in intelligent CCTV surveillance. Our industrial partner in this project, MBDA (formerly
known as BAe Dynamics, then Matra BAe), has a long-standing interest in real-time computational networks
using Real-Time Network techniques including asynchronous data communication mechanisms (ACMs), and a
continuing track-record of research and product development in this area.
COHERENT focussed on a number of new problems and in directions pointed out by the work of
COMFORT. These include
• the systematic synthesis of ACMs,
• further analyses of ACM properties,
• overall architecture issues of computational networks with heterogeneously timed components connected
through ACMs, using Real-Time Network (RTN) methods derived from MASCOT techniques,
• design of application systems, especially intelligent CCTV surveillance and distributed control systems,
• development of a Real-Time Network on Chip (RTNoC) technology.

2

Key advances and supporting methodology

The project’s target area was the modelling, design and verification of concurrent, distributed, and asynchronous
real-time computational networks. The emphasis was on heterogeneous timing among the components of such
networks. At the start of COHERENT, it was observed that a gap existed between system design, modelling and
verification methods based solidly on synchronous assumptions and the natural heterogeneous timing of
distributed systems. The need for a more mature Real-Time Network method, including component and system
design/synthesis, modelling and analysis/verification, was quite clear.
COHERENT set out to deal with this problem through research dedicated to Real-Time Networks at all
levels of detail, from further in-depth studies of classes of components, especially the data communication
components (ACMs), to exploring architecture-level strategies. The objectives of this project were
(a) Development of an architecture for RTNoC
(b) Development of design flow for RTNoC systems
(c) Development of a parameterized library of ACMs
(d) Testing the RTNoC technology with real application system examples
(e) Development of tools in support of (a) – (d)
We believe the project made significant advances in all these objectives. In particular, new contributions were
made in the areas of developing Real-Time Network component models for use in application systems (using
Matlab and Network Simulator), designing example vision network systems and distributed control systems
using Real-Time Network methods, automatic synthesis of ACMs, gaining further insights into ACMs (such as
their functional aspects and the logical organization of individual types) and developing a number of software
tools in support of ACM and Real-Time Network design. We also made significant progress in a number of
related sub-problems within the project. One of these is the successful fabrication of hardware used in testing
timing and metastability related properties in circuits through a collaboration with Sun Microsystems.
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2.1. Development of an architecture for RTNoC
Initially, our work concentrated on investigations of existing network architectures related to real-time,
distributed systems with asynchrony, especially current and future wireless technologies [1, 2]. It was noted that
all existing networking technologies ultimately rely on some form of synchronization between computational
components and this reliance can be reduced or eliminated by using Real-Time Network systems.
We also investigated various forms that a proposed architecture for RTNoC might take. The conclusion was
that the best option is to make use of the existing method of connecting computational nodes with passive data
storage/communication components found in MASCOT [3, 4]. This method was then proposed in a number of
publications [e.g. 5 ~ 15] and then used in all our application design work later [e.g. 16 ~ 21]. The advantages of
this approach include the use of ACMs to separate mutually asynchronous timing domains and the existence of a
highly organised methodology of design based on data requirements within the system. Isolating asynchrony to
ACMs makes it possible for system designers to incorporate computational IPs with ease, and concentrating on
data requirements at particular points of a network is much more “demand side” oriented than the current
approach of assuming synchrony first and only later dealing with asynchrony by tolerating QoS reductions [13].
The proposed architecture for RTNoC and related in-depth high-level investigations completed this objective.
The project includes other work in this area. We investigated Petri nets and timing and metastability issues in
asynchronous circuits [22 ~ 24] and studied similar application problems using related methods [25 ~ 27].

2.2. Development of design flow for RTNoC systems
This objective included two issues: The overall design flow for an RTNoC system and the design flows for
components of an RTNoC system. We achieved significant results in both these aspects.
For the overall design flow for an RTNoC system, results from the research indicate that it is best to follow
the MASCOT tradition [3, 4, 9, 13] and follow a top-down hierarchical approach, at each state starting from the
point of data requirements at an ACM node. This conclusion is further reinforced by example systems [e.g.
18 ~ 21] and comparisons with other methods found in Real-Time Network design [28, 29].
For the design flows for components of an RTNoC system, our work concentrated on the data
communication components (ACMs). This is because, like in general MASCOT systems, these form the basic
framework of a Real-Time Network and are the closest related to data requirements at all levels of detail.
There were two aspects to this part of the research. One was fundamental research into general asynchronous
systems and circuits synthesis [30 ~ 37]. This is a particularly important part of ACM hardware synthesis
because turning ACM algorithms into hardware has been proven in COMFORT to be a non-trivial problem. One
method, the direct mapping from Petri Net specification models to circuits based on David Cells, is the best
suitable for ACMs. This is because on the one hand, for ACMs in a Real-Time Network, even in an on-chip
setting, semiconductor real estate in the control part is unimportant because of the existence of much larger data
paths. On the other hand the optimisations in standard logic synthesis methods tend to turn out unpredictable and
irregular circuits [31, 33, 34].
The other aspect of this part of the research was the synthesis of ACM algorithms from functional
specifications. We explored three different methods. One is the state space search technique where an entire set
of statements are used to assemble a very large set of possible algorithms randomly. The set is then reduced by a
process of elimination through a number of qualitative criteria and finally vigorous verification. This method
used large amounts of computing power, which KU kindly provided without additional cost to the project budget.
The result of this exercise was successful in that it did find all known working algorithms for a particular type of
ACM. This work, proposed and carried out by D.A. Fraser at KU, is in the process of being formally reported
and at present only generally introduced in [13].
The second method makes use of the Role Model technique developed by H.R. Simpson of MBDA who
joined the project at KU. The advantages of the Role Model method include a saving of state space traversal
efforts, which helps to clarify the picture in both ACM design and analysis. This synthesis method combines
informed intuition with computerised steps and is most suitable for experts of ACMs [8, 38, 39].
The final method is the synthesis of ACM algorithms using Petri net based techniques. This method is highly
systematic constituting a concrete set of algorithmic steps. Its needs for computation power and mid-process
human interaction are relatively low. Therefore it is more suitable for system designers who are not familiar with
the techniques employed inside ACMs [5, 6, 40 ~ 41, 42].

2.3. Development of a parameterized library of ACMs
A large proportion of our work was dedicated to this objective, which concentrated on enriching the knowledge
of ACMs, from classification to functional specification [5, 6, 8, 39], from synthesis to verification to testing
methods [6, 8, 43, 44, etc.], and from detailed hardware studies [34] to models and behavioural representations in
application systems [19 ~ 21]. Although we also obtained a significant number of sound ACM algorithms [6, 8,
11, 15, 41, 45], this research achieved a much more comprehensive set of results than just a library of ACMs.
One component of this objective much expanded from what was anticipated in the project proposal was the
development of novel hardware testing methods and time measurement techniques. This started with Dr O.
Maevsky joining the project as a visiting research fellow, and culminated in Dr M.A. Abas’ degree thesis work.
With additional support and participation from Sun Microsystems the methods and techniques developed in this
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part were proven using fabricated hardware devices [43, 44, 46 ~ 50]. Properties of ACM hardware include
timing and metastability, previously non-testable after fabrication. This research resulted in the development of
easy to use and reliable techniques for timing measurements. It also has significant application potential in the
general field of asynchronous hardware testing, outside the immediate area of interest of this project.
The work again further expanded on the results from COMFORT in the area of ACM analysis and
verification. Our methods of verification, based on intelligent state space traversals, have seen further
development and maturation during COHERENT, and many previously unproved ACM algorithms were shown
to be correct, and previously unknown behaviour details were found [6, 8, 38, 39, 45].
A parameterized library of ACMs for application system designers need to include high-level models. Project
Postgraduate Student F. Hao developed systematic and algorithmic techniques whereby behaviour models of
ACMs can be derived for the Matlab/Simulink environment. The results of this work successfully demonstrates
that these techniques were suitable for finding usable and reliable Matlab/Simulink models of ACMs. Case
studies have exposed previously unknown high-level behaviour of certain ACMs in a distributed control system
environment [12, 15, 20, 21]. An MSc student working under the project, G.Y. Luo, developed techniques
whereby ACMs models can be developed for use in the Network Simulator environment, thus pointing out the
potential of supplying ACM libraries to computing network designers [17, 19].

2.4. Testing the RTNoC technology on real application system examples
This objective includes two related parts. At KU, project Ph.D. student M. Valera investigated applying RealTime Network technology in vision surveillance systems and networks. At NU, F. Hao looked into applying
Real-Time Network technology and hardware in real-time distributed control systems, at a lower, on-chip, level.
At KU, extensive work was carried out under COHERENT in designing security monitoring vision networks
using Real-Time Network and MASCOT principles and methods. The result of this work demonstrated the
advantages of the Real-Time Network approach by comparing it with previous system designs based on
assumptions of synchrony as embedded in popular object-oriented approaches. For instance, at each data
connection, instead of obligatory QoS compromises caused by unavoidable asynchrony, system designers using
the Real-Time Network approach can provide the appropriate service starting from the point of view of data
requirements [4, 9, 16, 18, 26, 51].
At NU, similar work in applying Real-Time Network principles and ACM-related techniques in distributed
control systems resulted in confident predictions that certain types of ACMs provide the best approximation of
an analogue wire [15, 20, 21]. We believe this is a significant result, pointing towards a potential direction of
research in response to the CDS Panel’s predictions about global asynchrony in future control systems.

2.5. Supporting tools development
A number of software tools were developed during the course of this project. Some of these resulted from the
requirements of some of the other objectives. Some turned out to have relevance outside the immediate areas of
interest of COHERENT. Others were more general purpose tools whose development the project helped with
case study examples.
• PN2DCS is a general purpose software for designing and synthesizing asynchronous control circuits from
Petri net specifications. This tool was first developed using an ACM as an example system, and has turned
out to be particularly useful in deriving good ACM hardware from an algorithmic specification [34].
• Petrify is a popular synthesis tool for speed independent circuits from a Petri net based specification. It
was shown to be not suitable for deriving ACM hardware in [34]. We have, however, through
collaboration between NU and UPC (Barcelona), developed a modified version of Petrify targeting the
synthesis of ACM algorithm Petri net models from a state-space specification [42]. This new modification
of Petrify may turn out to be significant in deriving the algorithmic form models of sets of independent
processes communicating through shared variable referencing.
• Jabuti is also the result of the NU/UPC collaboration. This tool complements the ACM targeting Petrify
by deriving automatically a state-space behaviour model from a functional behaviour specification. Used
together, these two tools will derive automatically an algorithm-like Petri net model for an ACM given a
functional specification [42].
• ACME is software that generates candidate ACM algorithms from a description of available data storage
and usable algorithm commands then tests and evaluate them to obtain a list of valid choices. It consists of
a collection of modules developed at KU, and can be used in combination with the ACM2PN and Reach
tools to automatically find usable and correct ACM algorithms.
• ACM2PN and Reach target the automatic verification of ACM algorithms based on Petri net modelling
and analysis techniques. They now incorporate Role Model related state space visualization.

2.6. Research Output
Overall, the project has resulted in contributions to 15 journal papers, three book chapters, 30 conference papers,
of which 23 were peer-reviewed and nine were in major IEEE conferences such as ASYNC, DATE, ACSD, etc.,
three Ph.D theses (not counting the two Ph.D. theses by the project students M. Valera and F. Hao, which are in
the writing-up stage), two tutorials, four invited lectures, two technical reports, and six tools.
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3

Management, organisation and collaboration

The overall management method followed the one successfully adopted for COMFORT. Meetings of the KU
and NU teams were held alternately in Kingston and Newcastle on a regular basis, and attended by the two
industry partners from MBDA (H.R. Simpson, E. Campbell). These meetings were used both as progress and
planning meetings and as a forum for technical presentations. Other, more “impromptu”, meetings were
organized between the teams and industry partners when technical issues needed to be discussed.
Two events outside the control of the research teams occurred near the start of the research. ‘Restructuring’
of Electronic Engineering at KCL led to the whole team there (with various other researchers) moving to the
Digital Imaging Research Centre (DIRC) at KU in month three, and at NU, the team (and others) were
transferred from the Department of Computing Science to the School of Electrical, Electronic and Computer
Engineering. The application to CCTV surveillance part of the work was substantially strengthened as a result of
the move to KU, because of existing work and interests of DIRC.
The project Post Graduate student at KU (M. Valera Espina) focussed her research on design methods for
distributed CCTV surveillance systems (a major research interest of DIRC at KU). She received substantial
supervision from one of the industry partners (H.R. Simpson, who was appointed Visiting Professor at KU and
continued to be Visiting Professor at NU during the project), and she was also given access to MBDA
proprietary software tools which support system design by the MASCOT method. The project Post Graduate
student at NU (F. Hao) investigated the application of RTNoC technology to distributed control systems and
received valuable guidance from both MBDA industry partners.
MBDA participated actively throughout the project. Technical discussions between the academic and
industrial partners benefited both significantly. H.R. Simpson’s high-quality journal publications are just a part
of the significant contributions made to this project by the MBDA colleagues. This collaboration has laid the
foundations for future cooperation, with MBDA continuing to be a formal partner of Next Generation Of
Interconnection Technology For Multiprocessor SoC (EP/C512812/1) at NU.
NU provided a university visiting research fellowship (funded by the university) for Dr O. Maevsky to work
within COHERENT for six months. This fruitful collaboration resulted in several project publications and
formed the basis of the collaboration with Sun Microsystems (below). Future close collaboration in this area
with Dr Maevsky, who is now with Intel Labs Moscow, is envisioned.
Sun Microsystems were very kind to provide material help and technical expertise, at no cost to the project,
in the fabrication of hardware related to this project’s keen interest in the area of metastability and timing in
asynchronous systems. This allowed us to develop novel ways of measuring timing in asynchronous hardware
and also benefited Sun in their quest in the area of asynchrony.
S.A. Velastin at KU conceived, organised and chaired the IEE’s International Symposium on Distributed
Surveillance Systems (IDSS-03 and IDSS-04), through which the ideas on the suitability of asynchrony for
surveillance systems were disseminated and potential collaborative links within the EU identified.
The KU PI (A.C. Davies) had several additional opportunities for discussions with the NU team, as a result
of visiting NU for other reasons (lecturing to MSc students, PhD examining, and committee meetings for the
EPSRC PREP conference).
The NU and KU teams worked very closely throughout the project. I.G. Clark worked at both sites and F.
Xia, a member of the NU team, was sponsored by the KU side to attend ACSD 2004. Numerous project
publications are co-authored by members of both teams.
NU’s collaborations with Prof J. Cortadella’s group at UPC (Barcelona) produced significant developments
to the Petrify tool to suit ACM-type systems and the development of the new tool Jabuti. NU hosted a week-long
academic visit by UPC Ph.D. student K. Gorgonio during this work.
Both project Ph.D. students have produced high-quality research work, as shown by their contributions to
numerous publications, including journal and peer-reviewed international conference papers. Apart from their
nominal supervisors, other members of the teams also provided frequent help towards their training. Several
MSc students at NU also made contributions to the project through tool development and research publications
(especially in the case of G.Y. Luo). F. Hao also gained invaluable experience from supervising the work of
some of these students.
Both project RAs made contributions to COHERENT in addition to carrying out research resulting in their
co-authoring many of the project publications. I.G. Clark was webmaster for the School of EECE at NU in his
spare time and used his expertise to develop and maintain the group and project websites (http://async.org.uk/
and http://async.org.uk/coherent/). Both he and F. Xia conducted international lectures, tutorials and invited talks
on the research of the project. F. Xia participated in teaching a number of relevant modules at MSc level at NU
on asynchrony and ACM related issues. He also contributed to the supervision of Dr D. Shang’s PhD work. Both
RAs also co-authored a number of research project proposals, including the eventually successful Next
Generation Of Interconnection Technology For Multiprocessor SoC (EP/C512812/1) at NU.

4

Explanation of expenditure

The expenditure plans in the original proposal have been followed without significant changes. The biggest
change was the reallocation, at NU, of some of the consumables budget (chip fabrication) in order to cover the
shortfall on salaries and travel. We decided to spend that budget to pay the salary of our key RA, F. Xia, for
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extra three months, in order to retain him until there had been an appropriate appointment made available for him
within the School. During that extra period F. Xia was able to complete an important part of the COHERENT
research, which resulted in a paper submitted to ACSD’05. The extra travel costs were necessary to support our
high conference activity, for example to support Mr. G.Y. Luo and Dr. O. Maevsky, whose contributions to this
project were highly beneficial and whose main funding came from alternative sources. On the other hand, during
the course of the project we received a kind offer from Sun Microsystems to fabricate without charge our
demonstrator chip for time measurement, which made the above reallocation a cost-effective measure.
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